In the following the two workflow models are briefly introduced in Section IL. Next the equivalence operation is investigated in Section III. Section IV discusses the soundness operation for synchronous and asynchronous communication models. Finally, the results are summarized and an outlook is presented in Section V. II Because of their generic structure, additional constraints have often be added to Petri nets to meet the requirements of a given domain. Hence, Workflow Nets (WF-Net) [3] , [1] have been introduced to [5] . A language constitutes a set of words representing sequences of transitions from the start to a final state. The extension proposed in [2] Reconsidering the workflows in Figure l (a) and (c) shows that the workfLows are language equivalent, i.e., both workflows represent the same language fabc abd} since the c transition represents an empty word and therefore does not contribute to a word. Thus, language equivalence is less restrictive then branching bisimilarity.
FSA theory is based on language equivalence and therefore does not provide a standard operation for checking branching bisimilarity, because there is no way to express that all transitions of a state must be supported by the other workflow. However, this has been the definition of mandatory transitions of the aFSA model used in this paper. Thus, there is a way to represent branching bisimilarity based on existing operations. In particular, branching bisimilarity can be represented as nonempty intersection of two aFSAs, where all outgoing transitions of all states are considered to be mandatory. Applying this concept to the aFSA representations of the workflows in (3, 4) and (3, 7) can not be evaluated to true because there is no outgoing transition labeled d and c respectively Therefore the emptiness test determines an empty automaton indicating that the workflows are not branching bisimilar, which fits the expectation. As a consequence both approaches support language equivalence and branching bisimilarity. aFSAs support branching bisimilarity because the requirement of all outgoing transitions being mandatory for the other workflow is the basis of the aFSA extension of standard FSA.
IV. SOUNDNESS
A less rigid comparison operation for service discovery than equivalence is soundness Soundness means that from every reachable state of a workflow a proper final state can be reached. Thus, a successful execution of the workflow is guaranteed. Soundness in its strikt sense additionally requires the coverage of all transition by a sound firing sequence In this paper, we focus on weak soundness as introduced in [7] . [2] . To accomplish the behavior based service discovery, the direction of the information exchange is encoded in the transition labels. In particular, a transition label consists of s#r#msg, where s is the sender, r the recipient, and msg the message name of the exchanged information. Further, each workflow is assigned with a role name, which is used for sender and recipient identification. In particular, two workflows match if they represent different roles and the workflows guarantee successful interaction, which has been called consistency in 1-4244-0470-3/07/$20.00 ©2007 IEEE [2] . Consistenrcy has been defined as rnonu-emupty intersectioun of the aFSAs, where all messages sent by the own party are mandatory (i.e. annotated as conjunctions) and all messages received by the own party are optional (i.e. annotated as disjunctions). These two examples illustrate the usability of aFSAs for the synchronous communication model. More formal results including extensions to multi-lateral collaborations can be found in [8] .
As briefly described in Section II-A also the WF-Net approach provides an option to handle synchronous communication. In particular, two transitions related with each other via a communication channel are merged to a single transition as depicted in Fig. 6 . Similar to the aFSA approach the direction of the messages has to be encoded in the transition labels and it has to take into account the role name of the party. Alternatively, an approach for simulating synchronous communication with asynchronous oWFNs is proposed in this paper. The basic idea is that a synchronous communication canu be simiulated by two subsequent asynchronous comumunications. For example a message a results in the request message a and the response message a'. As stated in Section II-A asynchronous communication channels are translated into places representing a communication channel. The sending and the receiving transitions are connected with this place, thus the direction of the information exchanged is encoded in the resulting Petri net and therefore does not need to be encoded in the message itself. The corresponding oWFNs derived from the approach proposed above for the XOR and AND example are depicted in Figure 7 and 8. This han dling of messages covers mandatory and optional transitions, since every mandatory/sending transition places a token in a communication place which must be consumed to make the oWFN sound. On the other side an optional/receiving transition consumes a token from a communication place and in case the communication place will never contain a token the soundness of the oWFN is not effected.
However, additional synchronization is required. In particular, for the synchronous communication model it has to be ensured that the order of messages sent equals the order of messages received. Therefore, we extend the model with The results of the two examples fit the expectations. However, the aFSA representation is complex due to the high number of possible transition sequences and therefore is hardly applicable at more complex examples.
each other with regard to equivalence notions and soundness for synchronous and asynchronous communication models. In particular, usual notions of equivalence and soundness and a corresponding operationalization based on the two models is presented It turns out that the notions supported by one model can be represented with the other model as well.
In this paper the operationalization is presented in an informal way and illustrated on two examples only. A more formal presentation could not be provided due to the lack of space. Future work will contain a formalization and proper proofis to show the equivalence of the operationalization. However, the explanations are intuitive and outline the basic ideas of the proofs. 
